The Real Estate
Professionals Guide
to Social Media
Success
PART ONE:
Social Media Content Best Practice

ADDENDUM:
COVID-19 CONTENT BEST PRACTICE

Much has been written about what real estate professionals can and can’t do
during the current COVID-19 pandemic due to different government restrictions
globally, in terms of conducting business and physical distancing.
Online tools and channels have become even more important during this time to
maintain your business and brand visibility. We see that social nurturing is a key
activity whilst social distancing, so would like to add a few additional tips that are
very important as you continue to use social media marketing for your business.

MAKE SURE YOU ARE HITTING THE RIGHT NOTE

Focus your efforts right now on providing content that either:
• Uplifts
• Educates (inform)
• Inspires
What you choose to share on social media can be many things, but it’s important
to ensure your content is not ‘off-key’. Actively listen to the conversations in your
local area and amongst buyers and sellers to ensure your content is attuned to
their needs. If you are not in tune people won’t listen.

JOIN AND BE ACTIVE IN YOUR LOCAL NEIGHBOURHOOD/ POSTCODE
FACEBOOK GROUPS.
Regularly search the group for the terms “Property”, “Selling” “Renting” and
“Recommendations”. Add value and answer questions in all areas of expertise –
you are perfectly positioned to be the group’s local property ‘go to’ person. If a
local neighbourhood group doesn’t exist, create one.
5 Essential Facebook groups for real estate agents
1. Local community, business and suburb groups
2. Class of/ Grew up around/ Remember when/ Then and now/ Memories or
histories
3. Mothers and fathers groups
4. Buy, sell and swap groups
5. Property to buy, rent or sell

BE ACCESSIBLE IN YOUR CHANNELS

Monitor your pages closely and be available to answer all enquiries. Social
channels represent a fantastic opportunity to engage via Post and Comments in
conversations, as well as via Messenger.
• Ensure your Messenger is set to provide an automated response if you are
not available
• Monitor and respond in long-form to all comments in both Organic and Paid
shares. You are able to respond as either your Agency, Agent Brand Page or
Personal profile.
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BE “OPEN FOR BUSINESS”

Nothing says “We are Open For Business” better than showing the world that you
have properties to sell, and are working for your clients to seek interested ‘inmarket’ and passive buyers via social media, where they are currently spending
even more time.
Staying top of mind with digital letterbox drops via social also keeps people
aware of your agency and agent brand as they spend their downtime over the
next few months preparing for their next move in the property market
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“You’ll see less
public content
like posts from
businesses, brands,
and media. And
the public content
you see more will
be held to the
same standard -- it
should encourage
meaningful
interactions
between people.”
Mark Zuckerberg,
2018

Welcome To Your Guide To Social Media
Success
Social media is a vital platform for real estate agents who
want to reach more customers and engage with both
buyers and sellers. Today’s customers are digital first, and
they expect a rich, tailored digital experience from all the
brands they interact with, and that includes those operating
in real estate.
But social media has changed a lot in the last couple
of years and continues to evolve. Shifts to algorithms
determining who sees what and why, feature updates, and
additional channels are just some of the things renewed
almost daily. Social media management used to consist
mostly of creating as many posts as possible and relying
on the organic reach of those posts to get you in front of
an audience. This type of ‘spammy’ approach is no longer
viable as all social media platforms are becoming smarter
and more selective in what makes it into people’s feeds.
This is making social media management trickier than ever
and means that brands have to look to use social media
advertising as well as organic posting to reach and engage
their audience.
But like any marketing channel social media follows the
same principles. You need to provide your audience with
high-quality, relevant content, and to achieve that you must:
1. Know your target audience.
2. Speak their language.
3. Remember that behind every decision sits a human
being - so be human!
This guide is focused on delivering hands-on advice to
help you create and polish your social media posts to help
them be relevant for your target audience and help to drive
engagement and awareness of your brand.
We hope you find it useful.
The Adfenix Team.
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Meaningful Changes
In Social Media

Social media’s reach and usage metrics have long since overtaken newspapers
and other news channels. It is truly the medium to use to gain success.
Here’s just a few statistics:
•
•
•

1.66 billion people on average log onto Facebook daily and are considered
daily active users.1
500 million people use Instagram Stories and 300 million use Facebook
Stories each day.2
Social media advertising has now overtaken print to become the third-largest
advertising channel globally.3

Around the world, people utilise social media to connect with friends, stay
in touch with relatives around the world, arrange their social lives, date, find
missing people, and watch cat videos. It is also increasingly used it to seek
recommendations and ask advice, research products and services and connect
with their local community. The use cases are endless and social media is now a
fixture in most people’s daily lives.
But in January 2018 Facebook announced a major change to how its algorithms
would populate people’s social media feed on their platform. These changes
were designed to encourage more meaningful interaction on social media
between people, and reduce what had come to be perceived as an intrusion by
brands onto people’s newsfeeds.
More changes in March and May 2019 have further refined the experience for
every individual.
People now see content that is ranked by three major categories:
1. Who a user typically interacts with
2. The type of media in the post (eg., video, link, photo, etc.)
3. The popularity of the post
Along with a number of other data points based on their usage behaviours on
the platform. To say it is a complex thing to try and beat as a business wanting to
reach their target audience would not be too far a stretch.

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOU
Facebook in 2020 now shows you more items that are shared, commented on or
posted by friends and family. This doesn’t exclude brands from the conversation,
but if a brand wants to get onto a person’s newsfeed it will be judged on the
same standard: does the post encourage meaningful interactions?
For everyday users of social media this appears to be a highly popular change.
Who isn’t tired of getting their news feed spammed, right? But how does this
affect our business pages? The diagram over might help illustrate the point.

1. https://zephoria.com/top-15-valuable-facebook-statistics/
2. https://www.facebook.com/business/news/insights/how-to-unlock-your-creative-potential-on-stories
3. https://marketingland.com/social-media-ad-spend-to-surpass-print-for-first-time-268998
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ORGANIC POST REACH TO A FACEBOOK PAGE OF 5,000 FOLLOWERS

Before

After

x organic posts/day

x organic posts/day

825 users reached
~16.5% of followers in 2014

275 users reached
~5.5% of followers end of 2019
Big brands with massive follower counts
experience even lower averages.

As you can see from the image, before the change we could reach more people
with one organic post (non-paid). After the change, the reach went down drastically,
meaning that Facebook page owners have to now use paid ads as a solution to the
reduction of their available organic reach.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AN AD AND A PAGE POST
An organic post is a simple post on your page. An ad looks like a post but only a
selective group of people can see it, based on the targeting chosen for the ad.
Targeting can be based on geographic data, demographics like age and gender,
and even interest based information. For real estate specifically, property listing ads
can also be targeted using highly sophisticated data points including the number of
bedrooms, bathrooms, price and location.
Adverts on Facebook allow you to reach a much more tightly defined audience
which is extremely useful for anybody trying to market or sell products or services.
However this doesn’t mean you should neglect organic posting, but you need to
very carefully consider how you put together your posts if you want them to have
an impact.

CREATE WINNER POSTS
When considering organic content, Facebook will judge by relevance and
entertainment to show users so-called ‘winner posts’. These is a way you can break
through the pile of mundane daily Facebook posts and create these winner posts.
To create content for your social media pages that engages, entertains, and helps
your audience is essential for your brand development. It can be reasonably timeconsuming, depending on your level of effort and your goals.
In the next section we’ll go through our checklist for social media posting success,
and look at each point in a little detail to give you useful advice in creating social
media posts that cut through to your audience.
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A Checklist
for Winner Posts

When creating any content on social media we recommend you follow this
checklist. Some of these points are technical in nature (using features of
Facebook to inform when to post and who to target) others are about the kinds of
content you create.
Most of the points on the list apply to any content you produce no matter then platform.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Create non-repetitive, high-quality content
Use minimalistic design
Don’t use engagement bait or you will be penalised.
Post a maximum of 1-2 high-quality posts per day
Share content when users are most likely online
Use audience segmentation on your organic posts
Make use of Facebook and Instagram Stories
Make use of Facebook and Instagram Live videos
Post longer form videos with subtitles
Make use of 360 degree photos
Think ‘out of the box’ for posts featuring property listings
Promote your customer reviews
Captivate your audience

Now let’s dive into how you can deliver on each point.

CREATE HIGH-QUALITY NON-REPETITIVE CONTENT
Facebook users want quality and uniqueness, not quantity. Everything you post
should be entertaining, insightful, and relevant to you audience. Don’t post the
same thing everyday. You might have a content plan in place but it always pays
to refresh your approach with something new, especially if your posts aren’t
performing well or you have some quality data and insights on your marketing activity.
To continually strive for uniqueness is easier said than done though. One step
forward is to take a few moments to sit down and create a list of ways you can
help, educate, or entertain your target audience. Only then can you decide on
the best way to communicate your message. A little forward planning really will
help you get clear on your audience, your message, and creative ways to land
that message.

USE MINIMALISTIC DESIGN
Make your message visible, clear and not misleading. That’s why you should
use minimalistic design. Simple designs are always more visible on social media
(don’t forget that the vast majority of social media users you reach will be viewing
on mobile) and simplicity won’t confuse potential customers.
Avoid busy or complex images. Keep them simple and uncluttered to help your
followers focus on a specific element of the image. Ideally, your photo should
feature the main object plus some supporting detail in the background.
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AVOID CLICK BAIT
In case you forgot, click bait was the focus of another Facebook newsfeed
update in late 2017.
You should not trick your followers into engaging with your posts. Facebook will
actually punish you with reducing your reach if you try and trick or game users
into an action. Click bait includes:
•

•
•
•
•

Vote baiting - This is when a post asks people to vote using an unrelated
reaction, for example where leaving a Wow, Love, Haha or Like to indicate a
personal goal. This is different from running a genuine poll as a post.
Reaction baiting – Like vote baiting, react baiting asks people to react to a
post using a reaction. For example: “Like this if you.... or LOVE this if you....”
Share baiting – When you ask followers to share your post.
Tag baiting – When you ask followers to tag their friends to your post.
Comment baiting – When you ask followers to comment on your post.

Your goal is not to get lots of comments, likes, and shares, but for the
engagement you get to be meaningful and not trick your followers to engage
with your posts. If you get quality engagement then your posts will begin to
perform well, and you’ll see a natural increase in interactions.

POST 1-2 HIGH QUALITY POSTS PER DAY MAX
We’ve all heard the saying that less is more, but because of how social media
operated (or was gamed) in the past most of us still assume more is better
when it comes to social media. Facebook’s platform and algorithm have shifted
dramatically in the past few years. What worked once just doesn’t perform on the
same level anymore.
Tests conducted on some of the highest performing Facebook pages show that
posting more doesn’t increase your total daily reach. On the contrary, it will lower
the daily total reach. The estimated number of daily posts that has a good result
in reach and engagement is two to three posts per day. But be careful! These
posts should be the best posts you can offer. Think of it as if you would have
only two chances to promote something meaningful on your page. These posts
should be the best of the best to improve performance, otherwise it will be a
wasted opportunity. So carefully consider each post.

SHARE CONTENT AT THE RIGHT TIME
One of the great things about social media platforms is the insight you can get
on your audience activity. It’s quite easy to find out when your audience is most
active on social media, and when your posts get the most interaction. Check your
Insights page (as shown in the image below) and see when your audience are
most likely to be online, then schedule your posts accordingly.
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Remember you don’t have to manually post each time. It’s simple to schedule
a day and time for a post to go live once you’ve uploaded all the assets. Users
typically don’t care for posts during work hours or in the middle of the night, and
you’ll tend to see less interactions during these times, but check your Insights
page to get the right time for your audience.

USE AUDIENCE SEGMENTATION AND SCHEDULING
It’s a business’ dream to have every possible customer in your target market
using the platform. But this also makes it a nightmare in terms of competition. If
you want to drive more traffic to your site, you need to stand out and post hyperspecific content that resonates with your audience.
Luckily, Facebook has introduced a organic post targeting within the newsfeed,
allowing you to segment content to different audiences. This targeting allows
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you to target your content to your audience, but filter the audience with
demographic data, interests, and exclusions. So when you post be sure to think
about the relevance of your content and push it to the people most likely to find
it interesting or useful. You can also schedule posts to land with your audience at
the right time. These filters are both accessed via your page’s Publishing Tools.
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POST FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM STORIES
Facebook and Instagram Stories are a good way to show a daily routine to you
followers. It is visible on the top of your app. It is not permanent, but has proven
to be highly successful for marketers looking to increase engagement.
Not everyone uses this new feature on Facebook, so you have a great
opportunity to show your fans more about you and your business. Treat it with
caution and remember not to get spammy there as well. Find relevant content
and create a story. You could use it to show off a tour of a new property, or just
give an insight into what’s going on in your office.

MAKE USE OF FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM LIVE VIDEOS
The Facebook app also has a new feature called Live video. This is an amazing
tool to promote events, customer success, and give your followers more insights
of your company’s daily routines. Video gets a lot of interaction on social media,
so think of creative ways you could use live video to engage your audience and
use that Fear Of Missing Out element you get with live video.

LONGER FORM VIDEOS WITH SUBTITLES
This is a bonus for real estate professionals who may want to share a weekly
market update with followers which would generally not be paced like a video ad
(30 seconds and out!).
In May 2019, Facebook announced that the newsfeed will increasingly surface
quality, original videos. The algorithm is increasing the influence of these three
ranking factors:
•
•
•

Loyalty and intent: videos that people search for and return to;
Video length and view duration: videos that people watch past the 1 minute
mark, and that are longer than 3 minutes;
Originality: videos that aren’t repurposed from other sources and that have
plenty of added value.

If you can plan to share at a consistent time and date your updates you will see
an upswing from interested people in seeking them out week to week.
Don’t forget that Facebook starts the video automatically but without sound, and
many people will view your video in a situation where they may not want audio
blaring out (on the commute, sat at their desk on their lunch break etc.). Therefore
your videos should always have subtitles or some text explaining the video.
To get your audience to want to turn the sound on and stick around for more of
your video post, try putting your most important information into an initial, eyecatching thumbnail. An enticing image and powerful copy will grab the attention
and make people want to watch on.
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MAKE USE OF 360 DEGREE PHOTOS
If you want to show the full panorama of an apartment or house, 360-degree
photos are your best option. They give a detailed panorama and are attractive as
a new fascinating technology.
As 360-degree photos are becoming more expected now you can’t afford to
leave these out of your content mix. They are engaging and show that you want
to give customers the rich digital experience they have come to expect. They
give a sense of space and immersion that will excite the customer and position
your brand strongly with them.

THINK ‘OUT OF THE BOX’ FOR POSTS FEATURING PROPERTY LISTINGS
Does a property you are listing have a fascinating history, local legend or
amazing feature that can be photographed or shared. People love hearing local
stories and also having a sticky beak at the unusual.
Whilst a shared post isn’t the best way to target potential buyers and sellers
with all the property’s features (see details in How To Make A Great Ad) a
post featuring a curiosity element or fact about a property can start a different
conversation.

PROMOTE YOUR CUSTOMER REVIEWS
Social media is an incredibly powerful tool for building brand authority and trust.
One of the simplest ways to do this is to promote positive customer reviews via
social media. This kind of social proof is great for keeping your brand at the front
of people’s minds when they come to buy or sell a property.
Build relationships with all your customers and and make sure you send the link:
http://www.facebook.com/pagename/reviews to every happy seller and ask them
to post a review. Gather videos or quotes from your current customers and show
them to your Facebook followers. Everybody loves a success story, and when
people see genuine positive reviews from people on social media they are more
likely to interact further with your brand.

CAPTIVATE YOUR AUDIENCE
Remember, there’s always a human behind every buying decision. Even if your
business identity is serious and professional to the core you should still try to
use some colour in your posts. Careful use emojis can be entertaining, human
and likeable, as well as catching the eye and making people more likely to
read the post copy. Try emojis, try funny or inspiring quotes, try jokes (as long
as they’re tasteful!). Marketing is not black and white, it’s about emotions and
speaking your customers’ language. You can get a huge range of emojis from
this page: www.getemoji.com
13
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Help With Topics
And Headlines

Aside from posting about new property for sale to attract buyers, or showing off
recent sales successes and customer reviews (to attract sellers and improve your
brand authority) you’ll need to create content in other areas if you want people to
interact with your posts.
It can be really hard coming up with good content ideas. Again we urge you to
keep in mind that less is more. It’s much better to create a few quality articles or
other pieces of content like a how to guide etc. each month than it is to create
tons of low value content that people won’t want to read or will simply bounce
away from after a few seconds.
So don’t pressure yourself to suddenly become a publishing house overnight.
Instead sit down and think about what you could create that would be of genuine
interest or use to your customers.
Also, don’t be afraid to mix your original content with a few curated articles that
will also interest your audience. Adding your take, opposing opinion or a question
to the top of shared link adds context to why you are sharing it and can also start
a conversation.
Here are some potential angles you could explore.
A Listicle - Everybody likes listicles (list articles), you know those ‘Top 10’ type
blogs. Listicles can be useful for your audience with the right spin, for example:
‘The 10 Most Important Things To Do When Staging A Home For Sale’ or ‘5 Great
Ways To Get More For Your Money When Buying A Home.’
Create A Little Uncertainty - Buying and selling a house are major events for
most people, and will often be the biggest transaction they undertake in their
lives. Now we’re not saying prey on their fears, but creating articles that highlight
the potential issues (while offering helpful advice) can be a great way to get
some interactions. For example: ‘5 Things That Will Ruin Your Sale’ or ‘Are You
Preventing Your Home From Selling?’
Write A Tutorial Or Guide - Offer a useful guide that provides some professional
insight to help buyers and sellers, tips on negotiation, how to price a property,
what to cover for moving day, how to select a solicitor etc.
Get The Party Started - Use entertainment like contests, polls, quizzes,
restaurant reviews, or events to tickle a reader’s funny bone, spark participation
or commenting. Make sure your contest complies with Facebooks rules (https://
www.facebook.com/policies/pages_groups_events) and you are not using the
click bait techniques mentioned on page 9 for your polls.
Use Example Marketing - Establish your brand as a problem solver - talk about
an interesting or challenging past sale and what you did to overcome the
problems, like selling a unique property or overcoming some issue around the
location etc.
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Money Talk - Offer data-based insights into your local market place but don’t
offer authoritative market predictions or financial advice. This is probably an area
where curated content from trusted local account firms/affiliates would be best
utilised.
Profile Your Area - Talk about what’s going on in the area, schools, amenities,
do interviews with people in the area including officials, business owners,
tradesmen, and more.
These are just broad topic areas to get you started, but as you can see there is
a potentially huge amount of content you could create just in these basic topics.
Getting into the detail and working out what would resonate with your audience
might take a little time, but if it means your marketing reaches and engages your
audience it will be time well spent.

WHAT ABOUT THE HEADLINE?
Your headline on your social post is the first thing people will see, and so it needs
to be compelling and engaging to prompt them to read on and click through from
the post. Headlines fall into a variety of types, but there are three that work well
on social media.
They are:
Social Proof Headlines - This type of headline relies on tapping into the fact that
people want to know how others have achieved success or some goal that they
would also like to achieve.
Gain Headlines - These are focused on delivering some kind of direct benefit or
useful advice for your audience.
Threat Headlines - Highlighting a risk and providing a way to mitigate against it.
Headline writing is a real skill that takes a lot of practice, but there are some basic
formulas that can be useful to know and that you can adapt to suit your content
and objectives. Here are a handful from each of the above types.
Social Proof Headlines
• Here is a Method That is Helping [world class example] to [blank]
• Why I [blank] (And Maybe You Should Too)
• The [desired result] That [world class example] Is Talking About
• Join [impressive number] of Your Peers that [take desired action]
• [desired result] Like A [desired group or person]
• How [impressive number] Got [desired result] in [time period]
• Like [world class example] You Can [desired result]
• [world class example] Reveals Ways To [desired result]
• A Simple Way To [desired result] That Works For [desired group/person]
• How to [desired result] Like [world class example]
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Threat Headlines
• The Biggest Lie In [your industry]
• Don’t Try [blank] Without [desired action] First
• [blank] May Be Causing You To Lose Out On [desired result]
• At Last, The Secret To [desired result] Is Revealed
• Why you shouldn’t [do what I desire them to do]
• Why [blank] Fails and [blank] Succeeds
• The Ugly Truth About [blank]
• What Everybody Ought to Know About [blank]
• Your [blank] Doesn’t Want You To Read This [blank]
• The Sooner You Know [blank] The Better

Gain Headlines
• Discover The [desired result] Secret
• [blank] Your Way To A [desired result] You
• To People That Want To [desired result] But Can’t Get Started
• You, a [desired result]
• Stop [undesired result]
• You Too Can [desired result] in [time period] with [blank]
• How To Become [desired result] When You [something challenging]
• There’s Big [desired result] In [blank]
• You Don’t Have to Be [something challenging] to be [desired result]
• Little Known Ways to [blank]
• How to turn [blank] into [desired result]
• How To Build a [blank] You Can Be Proud Of
• Get [desired result] Without [undesired result]
• Get Rid of [problem] Once and For All
• Improve/Increase Your [desired result] In [time period]
• Imagine [desired result] And Loving Every Minute Of It
• Here’s a Quick Way to [solve a problem]
• Get [desired result] Without Losing [blank]
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How To Make A Great Ad

Facebook ads are an essential part of the social media marketing plan for any
business – big or small. As we talked about at the start of the guide, an ad is
much like a regular post but allows you to target very specific audiences. They
are also enabled with handy features like call to action buttons which help prompt
the user to take action.
Over the past six years, Adfenix have established ourselves as global leaders in
optimising and delivering property listing advertising on Facebook – having so
far advertised over 1 million properties. And counting.... However, we do know
when to swim in our lane so this section on ad creation is sharply focussed on
best practice for Property Listing Ads. The below walk-through is how we do it as
a best practice guide for you plus general tips.

THE ESSENTIALS TO PROPERTY LISTINGS ADVERTISING
The chief objective and goal of advertising your listings for sale via social media
are: 1) to maximise exposure of the listing for your client and reach ‘in market’
and also passive buyers; 2) to send interested customers to look at the full listing
information and enquiry on your own website. Period!
With advanced targeting opportunities social ads can reach high intent users,
build your lead funnel and raise awareness of your brand. The key to successful
return on your investment is that you need to make sure your ads are setup right.
Our Boost suite of products, including Home Booster will help you reach the most
relevant audience, thanks to our proprietary AI technology. You can see more
about the product here: https://www.adfenix.com/solutions/home-booster
Here are two examples of ads that show you a wrong and right way to present a
property listing:
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Things to avoid in your listing ad:
• Too much text in the description and the ad itself
• Text overlay on the image
• Non-representative image
Things to have in your listing ad:
• Clear message
• Attractive imagery
• Less is more approach which entices the viewer to “Learn More”.

ELEMENTS IN A WINNING AD

So let’s look in a little more detail about how you make a winner ad. We will take
each element in an ad one by one.
Let’s start with the text above the photo.
Ad Primary Text
Try to keep this under 125 characters, because a lot of Facebook users tend
to use it from their mobile phone. If you put a lot of text, it will be cut and it will
show the option “See More” which is not appealing. If you have to go over 125
characters make sure you have the most important and interesting information at
the beginning of the first sentence.
We recommend that you highlight some characteristics of the property here.
The exact content usually depends on what you are selling but be sure to put
interesting details that are the best features of the property in this part. Another
thing that you should use here are emojis. It makes the post appealing and gives
more color to it. Some suggestions for emojis might be: the house, the sun, the
trees, the bathroom, and any others that relate to the property and your copy.
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Ad Property Listing Image
When you’re putting an advert together Facebook will offer guidelines but here are
some best practice tips:
• Image Ratio: 16:9
• Recommended Size: 1200px X 628px
• High quality and professionally shot. A grainy, blurry, or poorly framed shot won’t
show off the property well, and won’t entice users to interact.
Whether you are advertising a house or an apartment you should choose an
image that highlights one of the best and most attractive features which will entice
interested people to want to find out more. This image will usually also be the HERO
(or first) image that you use on your full listing on your website and any portals
where the property is advertised.
Ad Headline and Description
The headline will typically be the most viewed part of the ad, after the image. We
recommend you follow best practice and keep the text below 25 characters. As
before, viewers on mobile will only see a maximum of 25 characters, and chopped
of text isn’t engaging. Using the listing address is a good idea here but always make
sure that this is correct.
The last part to consider is the link description. As of the new update on Facebook
mobile app this part won’t show at all if the headline is long enough, but even so we
need to take it into consideration because it will show on the desktop version. The
text here should be short, less than 30 characters. This is probably the part no one
usually reads, so keep it simple. Write additional location information that might be
interesting to the user such as “Near the central station”, “Near a supermarket” etc.

If you think this is a lot of work, don’t worry. Our Auto-Publishing function lets you
use our team of experts to review and create quality ads that follow best practice
and won’t be disapproved.
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Ad Creation - What to Avoid

Facebook is now extremely strict on what it allows to appear on adverts.
However, understanding exactly what they do and don’t like, and for what reason
can be difficult. When an advert is disapproved you’ll get some guidance on why,
but at times it can feel arbitrary or at least confusing as to why some element of
an advert hasn’t made the cut.
If some element of an image or text is deemed offensive then they will
disapprove your ad before publication. To help you limit errors on this we have
put together some things you shouldn’t use, based on our own experiences.
Below are some copy examples that were disapproved and what it is about them
that likely caused the disapproval:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Looking for other opportunities for apartments? (Don’t use the word “other” in
this context)
Apartments for 18-25 y/o or apartments for teens (Don’t exclude groups of people)
Broke? Bankrupt? Check out our apartment offers (Don’t imply bad situations)
Dislike your apartment? We can help you find another one. (Again this implies
negative feelings or situations)
You won’t believe what we can do for you and your apartment. (Don’t
overpromise)
10 tricks to get the best apartment in Gothenburg. ( Don’t exaggerate, don’t
use words like tips, hints)
Need a mortgage? (Don’t imply financial difficulties)
We have sold 100 apartments this week. (Don’t claim unrealistic results within
specific timeframes)
Are you selling your house? If “yes” click on the picture. (Don’t use
these phrases)
We have a hot list of ‘ready to move’ buyers. (Don’t use hot, or
exaggerate things)
Buy Now
(Don’t use a lot of emojis)
Whÿ wónt yòu clîck mé? (Don’t use excessive symbols, characters,
or punctuation)
Tired of your shitty apartment? Switch to a new one. (It’s unlikely you’ll want to
swear in your ads, but we had to include this! Don’t use naughty words.)
Buy you apartment here. (Use correct grammar)
Buy a house with a risk-free loan. (Don’t promise risk free services)
Use your retirement funds to buy an apartment. (Don’t suggest to others how
to spend their money)

IMAGE RESTRICTIONS ON FACEBOOK ADS
1. Non-existent functionality on ad images, such as play buttons or checkboxes
2. Use ad images that are excessively cropped or require people to click the ad
to view the full image
3. There is also a limit of 20% coverage of text that can be included on an
image. Our own research and that by others indicates you should avoid any
overlay text on the image if possible.
If you think this is a lot of work, don’t worry. Our Auto-Publishing function lets you
use our team of experts to review and create quality ads that follow best practice
and won’t be disapproved.
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Some Useful Tools

The web is full of useful tools that help you get things done and optimise your
posts. Here are a few that we’ve found perform well.

1. www.getemoji.com
This is an amazing website to search for emojis with any keyword you want.

2. www.canva.com
Do you want to edit your photos but you don’t want to pay for photoshop? Don’t
worry, canva is an online free photoshop.

3. www.unbounce.com
You want to create different landing pages but you don’t know how to code or
create a website? Unbounce will help you with just a few step to create your
landing page.

4. The “Boost” Suite of Social Media Marketing Ads by Adfenix
For the busy property professional we are pleased to say that Adfenix has got
your listing and personal brand profiling covered.
Our suite of “Boost” social media advertising products helps you reach the most
relevant audience – whether you are advertising an upcoming property for sale,
attracting local sellers to your service or keeping your profile top of mind with
all customers in your marketplace. We take care of the whole process. The only
thing you need to do is to approve the ad.
•
•
•

Reach The Right Buyers Faster with Adfenix Home Booster
https://www.adfenix.com/solutions/home-booster
Build a strong local brand with Adfenix Neighbourhood Booster
https://www.adfenix.com/solutions/neighbourhood-booster
Increase online valuations by celebrating your listing success pre- and postsale with Adfenix Agent Booster
https://www.adfenix.com/solutions/agent-booster

5. Auto-Publishing by Adfenix
Our team of professionals can take care of the quality of your Ads for you. We will
make sure that everything is in the right place and written how it should.
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Thanks for taking the time to
download and read The Real
Estate Professionals Guide
to Social Media Success –
Social Media Content Best
Practice.
We hope you found it useful, and that the advice we’ve
offered helps you create great posts and Facebook ads
that reach your customers.

If you need help and support with driving high quality traffic to
your website and increasing your buyer and seller leads, then
contact Adfenix today to arrange a demo of our product suite
https://www.adfenix.com/schedule-demo

